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Abstract—The paper addresses some of the opportunities and challenges related to test and reliability of three major emerging computing paradigms; i.e., Quantum Computing, Computing engines based on Deep Neural Networks for AI, and Approximate Computing (AxC). We present a quantum accelerator showing that it can be done even without the presence of very good qubits. Then, we present Dependability for Artificial Intelligence (AI) oriented Hardware. Indeed, AI applications shown relevant resilience properties to faults, meaning that the testing strongly depends on the application behavior rather than on the hardware structure. We will cover AI hardware design issues due to manufacturing defects, aging faults, and soft errors. Finally, We present the use of AxC to reduce the cost of hardening a digital circuit without impacting its reliability. In other words how to go beyond usual modular redundancy scheme.

Index Terms—Emerging Computing Paradigm, Quantum Computing, Approximate Computing, AI hardware, Reliability, Testing

I. INTRODUCTION

Performance and efficiency of Information and Communications Technology (ICT) devices and systems are undoubtedly the major driving forces of the current computer industry. They are relevant for the whole spectrum of computing systems, from edge to high performance computing. However, the computational workload involved in the cutting-edge applications is often out of reach for low-power embedded devices, and/or is still very costly when running in data centers on hardware platforms based on Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) components. For instance, the amazing performance of AlphaGo [1] required 4 to 6 weeks of training executed on 2000 CPUs and 250 GPUs for a total of about 600kW of power consumption (while the human brain of a go player requires about 20W).

The main reasons of that inefficiency is tightly related to the actual Computing Architecture (CA) and the Technology enabling that [2]. The major challenges for CAs are the Instruction-Level-Parallelism (ILP) and Memory Wall. The ILP wall is due to the complexity of actual processors in which the overhead to allow ILP (e.g., threads, pipeline, ...) tends to be higher than the execution speed up. The memory wall is due to the increasing gap between processor and memory speeds, which limits the data transfer time and leads to significant energy consumption during this transfer, ranging from 70% to 90% of the overall energy spent by the whole computing system [3]. At Technology level, the main challenge stems from the CMOS technology that now limits performance and efficiency improvements, especially for nodes below 20 nm. At this level, the physical characteristics of such devices are leading to high static power consumption, reduced reliability, and increased cost.

Due to these limitations, many alternative computing paradigms and technologies are under investigation to meet the demands at an affordable cost. Among them we can cite the In-Memory Computing (IMC) paradigm. IMC consists in integrating a part of the computation units into the memory itself, meaning that data do not leave memory. This offers significant execution time gain and power consumption reduction. Near-Memory Computing (NMC) is another method...
with similar objectives. It aims to achieve them by reducing traveling distance and time of the data \[4\]. Another promising paradigm is the Approximate Computing (AxC) \[5\]. The main idea behind AxC is that, by relaxing the need for fully precise or completely deterministic operations, it is possible to improve energy efficiency without a significant drop in the output quality or any damages to the functionality. Finally, Quantum Computing (QC) \[6\] exploits quantum mechanics to do things that no existing computing architecture is able to do. Indeed, the use of quantum mechanics allows to solve NP-hard algorithms, such as factorization and unstructured search.

Clearly, the above list is not exhaustive and each emerging computing paradigm can be implemented on the top of a given emerging technology. Moreover, for QC there is not yet a consensus about which technology has to be used to implement a quantum bit (qubit). These new technologies and computing paradigms will not only change the way we design and program our computers, but also the way we use to test them to provide the required quality and reliability. Moreover, the cost in terms of overheads (e.g., test generation, test application time, fault tolerance, ...) has yet to be determined. Another interesting question is the investigation of emerging computing paradigms for test and reliability: can we leverage on emerging computing paradigms to reduce test and reliability overheads? Unfortunately this is not a straightforward process.

This paper intends to point out challenges and opportunities of emerging computing devices. The main contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows:

- We present a quantum accelerator showing that it can be done even without the presence of very good qubits. In particular, we will highlight the different challenges that need to be solved to have an operational quantum device in maybe 10 years.
- We present Dependability for Artificial Intelligence (AI) oriented Hardware. Indeed, AI applications show relevant resilience properties to faults, meaning that the testing strongly depends on the application behavior rather than on the hardware structure. We will cover AI hardware design issues due to manufacturing defects, aging faults, and soft errors;
- We present the use of AxC to reduce the cost of hardening a digital circuit without impacting its reliability. In other words, how to go beyond usual modular redundancy scheme.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II presents Quantum accelerator architecture. Section III presents dependability issues of AI hardware accelerator. Finally, Section IV shows how to exploit Approximate Computing for achieving low cost fault tolerance mechanisms and Section V concludes the paper.

II. QUANTUM ACCELERATORS: FROM QUANTUM APPLICATION TO SIMULATOR EXECUTION

A. Quantum Accelerators

The goal of Quantum Computing is to create a more computationally efficient computer that can handle incredible amounts of data in parallel. The quantum computing is also done in a parallel way but it is good to call it implicit parallelisation. When we want to execute a quantum circuit on a classical computer, we need to have a parallel version of the circuit. In this section, we describe the full stack of layers that need to be developed before we achieve that level of performance.\(^1\) Not all layers will be described but the most important ones, on which a lot of work is still needed. We want to make sure that we are talking about a quantum accelerator, which can be added to a classical processor, like we develop computers these days. What is important to understand is that a quantum accelerator is an in-memory computation device, meaning that we bring the quantum logic towards the quantum bits, called qubits, rather than bringing the qubits to a quantum processor. What is also important to understand is that multiple runs of the same algorithm on the same number of initial qubits is needed and after each run, a measurement is done of the result. These multiple measurements will give some kind of histogram from which can be derived what qubit contains the correct outcome of the algorithm.

The highest layer represents the application for which the quantum accelerator needs to be developed. Examples in the figure refer to avionics, genomics, finance and others. But in principle, accelerators can be made for any domain and problem we are currently trying to solve. It can be expressed in any high-level quantum programming language but for our purposes, we use the language we developed at Delft, called OpenQL. When building one or more applications, one will most likely reuse algorithms that were developed for other applications and therefore a quantum library is needed.

\(^1\)This work started for Intel at Delft University of Technology but now is continued independently.
The OpenQL compiler will translate the application in a quantum assembler language, called cQASM which stands for common Quantum Assembler language. openQL as well as cQASM combine classical programing structures such as loops and selections making the programmability closer to normal programming. That cQASM can be executed by the quantum micro-architecture and sends the quantum gates and qubit operations to the simulator we built. If at any point in time a good quantum chip is developed, then we use an additional compiler layer, called eQASM where the ‘e’ stands for Executable QASM.

The micro-architecture controls the digital hardware blocks and they will interact with the simulator or with the physical chip that will be used. It has be clearly understood that the quantum phenomena such as superposition and quantum gates are in essence analogue events.

So the functionality of these blocks depends on where they are placed in the micro-architecture. A possible micro-architecture is shown in Figure 2 where the blue box, representing the micro-architecture is connected to a quantum simulator, called QBeeSim. In principle, the micro-architecture receives the quantum instructions either as cQASM or as eQASM. In the last case, it is connected to a physical quantum processor. However, such processors are still very erroneous and also enormously dependent on the quantum technology used to generate the qubits. At this phase of Quantum Computing, we prefer to use a digital simulation engine to test the micro-architecture, the programming language, up to the quantum applications that will be executed.

The goal is of course to execute multiple times the same algorithm on the same initial qubits and perform after each run the measurement. This will result in a frequency diagram that indicates which final solution has been measured the most frequently. Some kind of histogram can be seen as a visual representation of the qubit chip. In Figure 3, the solution is contained in qubit 101 as it has the highest frequency when measuring multiple runs of the algorithm. This history measurement is needed when we have use a real quantum chip. But as we are explaining also in Figure 2, when executing on a quantum simulator, there is no need to have multiple runs but we do need a fully parallel version of the quantum circuit that needs to be executed such that all paths are explicitly computed. The final result will be similar as it is also the frequency distribution that indicates what qubit contains the result.

The main components of the micro-architecture are the following:

- **Instruction Memory:** In the main memory of the classical computer, the instructions are stored and expressed, either in a classical programming language or in OpenQL and cQASM.

- **Quantum Instruction Cache:** The instructions are decoded by the quantum processor. This means that it is determined what qubits are used in the instruction and where they are physically located in the quantum chip.

- **Execution Unit:** The actual and if possible parallel execution of the cQASM-instructions is done by the Execution Unit in the micro-architecture. At that moment, the cQASM code has been changed in view of the physical addresses listed in the Qubit Symbol table.

- **Mapping Control Unit:** Once we reach the execution unit of the micro-architecture, there is the need to route the two-qubit instructions as well as the qubit states to locations close to each other and at the same time
respecting all the timing requirements that are needed.

- **Queues**: The modified cQASM-instructions are now put in different queues with a particular time-stamp. The timing is not that important when we execute on the QBeeSim simulator but understanding the overall timing conditions needed for quantum algorithms is important.

- **QBeeSim**: A major component of our quantum accelerator is the QBeeSim simulator that is capable of executing the cQASM-code. The QBeeSim simulator receives the cQASM instructions and also has a local memory where all the qubits are stored that will be manipulated in the quantum instructions.

- **Measurement Control Unit**: When one wants to know what the result of the quantum algorithm is, the only way to find that out is looking at the Qubit and Amplitudes Table. All the amplitudes are listed there and the measurement simply means that you update the qubit symbol table with the update version of the last run of the quantum algorithm.

- **Partial Qubit and Amplitude Storage Table**: Every result that is represented by a vector or matrix will be stored in the Amplitude Storage Table. The content of that table is a reflection of whatever quantum memory the quantum device will have in the future but it is too early to specify that. In the classical quantum accelerator that information is stored in the classical memory where the qubit name, type and amplitudes are stored.

- **DMA Controller**: whenever qubit information needs to be read or written to the classical memory, the DMA controller is responsible for transferring that.

**B. Challenges in Quantum Computing**

The full-stack as proposed in this paper is, according to the authors, the correct way to build a quantum accelerator. Quantum algorithms can be expressed in openQL and the compiler generates the executable version in cQASM. We briefly explained that those instructions not only have quantum logic but also other programming features such as loops and selections. The micro-architecture is capable to execute them by sending it through queues to the QBeeSim simulator. Several challenges have to be faced to have an operational quantum-device in maybe 10 years:

- **The pre-transistor phase**: in CMOS, the first definition of a transistor was done in 1936 and it took more than 50 years to reach a VLSI-level quality of how to make CMOS transistors. In Quantum Computing, there is still no agreement on what technology to use to make a qubit. There is a lot of diversity ranging, in a non-exhaustive list, from NV-centers, Ion Traps, Graphene, Semiconducting up to Superconducting qubits.

- **Decoherence to ground state**: independent of any quantum technology used, the qubits all have the same kind of problems that also needs to be solved at the physical level. An important one is the decoherence to the ground state, loosing all the computed information up to that point. The speed at which this decoherence occurs is different between the different technologies but also in the specific parameters people use to make a qubit.

- **Reliability of quantum gates**: similar to the decoherence of qubits, there are also errors in the kinds of gate operations are done on the qubits. Important to emphasise here is that quantum computing implies bringing the logic to the qubit and not the qubit to a processor where the computation is done. In CMOS, we are used to errors around $10^{-15}$ where qubits have errors around $10^{-2}$. The extremely big difference between qubit errors and CMOS also explains that we are still at least 10 years away from any reasonable quantum device. One important paper to be read in this respect is by John Preskill who warned in 2018 that Surface Code, which was the dominant logical qubit for many years, is using too many ancilla qubits so research should be postponed for multiple years and maybe even go back to the past where much smaller logical qubits were defined. Evidently, lower number of qubits also means very high error rates. So, error detection and correction is still a very hot topic for many years.

- **Testing of quantum circuits**: Testing quantum gates and circuits is something that need still to be started. Identifying the defect mechanisms and physical failures of quantum devices and accurately modeling them in order derive the their impact on the quantum operation and the functional behavior is they key enabler for structural test solutions. E.g., realizing a gate operation can be misaligned, mistuned or completely missing.

- **No realistic quantum applications**: because all of the above challenges and the lack of people with enough competences to look at large problems companies and other organisations are trying to solve. This is clearly where universities and research centres can play an important role in training researchers in that way.

**III. AI Hardware Architecture**

Deep Learning has shown remarkable potential for solving complex AI problems such as object detection, scene understanding, and language translation [10][11]. This success has led to the adoption of Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) in safety-critical applications that include autonomous driving, robotics, healthcare analytics, etc. The functionality of DNNs in these systems is important, as they are responsible for processing data that is then used for decision making. A single misprediction in safety-critical applications can lead to severe consequences. For example, a misdetection of an obstacle ahead of an autonomous vehicle can lead to a fatal accident. Therefore, the reliability of DNNs is crucial for offering safe and high-quality services.

Besides algorithmic innovations, specialized hardware plays a vital role in improving the performance and energy efficiency of a computing system [12][13]. However, modern systems are becoming increasingly susceptible to reliability threats such as soft errors, aging, and process variations due
to aggressive technology scaling. These threats manifest as bit-flips at the hardware level and, based on the location, can corrupt the output, leading to inaccurate or potentially catastrophic results. Studies have shown that, similar to most applications, DNNs are also vulnerable to bit-flips at critical locations in the system [14][15]. Therefore, efficient mitigation techniques are required to improve the resilience of the advanced machine/deep learning systems against these threats.

Conventional mitigation techniques are based on redundancy, e.g., Dual Modular Redundancy (DMR) [16] and Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR) [17]. However, due to the compute-intensive nature of DNNs, these techniques result in huge overheads that negatively impact the system’s efficiency. Error-Correcting Codes (ECC) and Instruction Duplication (ID) [18] also have similar issues. Therefore, alternate mitigation techniques are required to improve the resilience of DNN-based systems at low cost without affecting the efficiency. These techniques are usually developed by exploiting intrinsic characteristics of DNNs and deploying protection only at critical locations in the system or by transforming critical errors into non-critical ones.

A. Hardware-induced Reliability Threats

Technology scaling in nano-scale devices has led to an increase in various reliability issues. Fig. 4 highlights the main types of hardware-induced reliability threats and how they affect the functionality of a DNN-based system.

- **Soft Errors** are transient faults induced due to high energy particle strikes on the hardware, e.g., neutrons from cosmic radiations [19]. These faults manifest as bit-flips in the system and can propagate to the application layer and impact the functionality/accuracy of the system.

- **Aging** in CMOS devices is associated with various physical phenomena such as Bias Temperature Instability (BTI), Hot Carrier Injection (HCI), and Electromigration (EM). It affects the hardware characteristics of the circuits by increasing the threshold voltage ($V_{TH}$) of the transistors [20] or by affecting the wires. Aging results in timing errors and can also lead to permanent faults in the long run.

- **Process Variations** are variations in the hardware characteristics, such as transistor channel length and wire resistance, from the desired characteristics due to imperfections in the manufacturing process. These variations typically affect the performance and efficiency of the hardware, as they require an increase in the supply voltage or decrease in operating frequency to ensure correct functionality. Extreme variations result in permanent faults, which impact the yield of the manufacturing process.

B. Cost-Effective Fault Mitigation Techniques

Various techniques have been proposed to address hardware-induced reliability threats in DNN-based systems. In the following paragraphs, we highlight the key concepts behind different mitigation techniques designed to address different reliability threats.

---

### Fig. 4: Hardware-induced reliability threats and their impact on output of a DNN-based system. (The traffic light picture is from the COCO dataset [21])

1) **Soft Error Mitigation**: Soft errors are transient faults that manifest as random bit-flips at the hardware level. These faults have the potential to degrade the system’s performance severely, specifically when they occur at critical locations [15]. Therefore, several mitigation techniques have been proposed to alleviate the effects of soft errors. At the hardware level, modified SRAM cell designs have been proposed to generate 0 in case of faults. These designs are based on the observation that DNNs are, in general, more resilient to 1-to-0 bit-flips compared to 0-to-1 bit-flips. Radiation hardening is another technique to protect against soft errors by replacing vulnerable hardware nodes with more robust nodes that offer higher resilience [22]. However, these techniques require modifications (additional hardware) in most parts of the hardware, which leads to high overheads. To overcome this issue, recently, range-restriction techniques [23][24] have been proposed that define operating ranges for the activation values and consider all outliers as faulty and map them within the range based on some predefined policy. These frameworks are highly effective as they restrict high magnitude faults from propagating into the network and eventually dominating the result. Fig. 5 presents the main steps involved in deploying range restriction-based techniques.

### Fig. 5: Flow of range restriction-based soft error mitigation

2) **Permanent Fault Mitigation**: The main goal of permanent fault mitigation in the context of DNNs is to increase the manufacturing yield of specialized DNN accelerators. As permanent faults are static faults, one of the most effective techniques against them is Fault-Aware Pruning (FAP) [25]. FAP exploits the resilience of DNNs to pruning for mitigating permanent faults by dropping the respective computations that are mapped onto faulty Processing Elements (PEs). It requires post-fabrication testing to identify the faulty PEs, and this information is used at runtime to identify which PEs are required to be bypassed. Fig. 6(b) presents the
modifications required in a PE of the systolic array shown in Fig. 6(a) to realize FAP. Note that FAP does not offer good results at high fault-rates. Therefore, FAP followed by retraining (i.e., fault-aware retraining) is employed to achieve better results [25] (see Fig. 7). However, retaining is not feasible in all scenarios, e.g., due to unavailability of the dataset or lack of computational resources considering a large volume of chips. Therefore, to offer better results without retraining, Hanif et al. proposed SalvageDNN [26], a fault-aware mapping methodology that permits filters/neurons in a DNN such that the least significant weights are mapped to faulty PEs (see Fig. 8 for example) that are then bypassed through FAP and do not impact the accuracy much.

Fig. 6: (a) A systolic array designed for accelerating DNN inference. (b) Modified PE design for for mitigating permanent faults [25]. (c) Modified PE design for mitigating timing errors [27].

Fig. 7: Flow of fault-aware retraining

3) Aging Mitigation: Aging in CMOS circuits results in timing errors. To detect and mitigate the effects of timing errors in the computational array of a DNN hardware accelerator, Zhang et al. proposed ThunderVolt [27], a technique that exploits razor flip-flops together with the resilience of DNNs to pruning to mitigate timing errors. On detection of a timing error, ThunderVolt steals a cycle from the subsequent MAC operation by dropping its computation to pass on the correct result. The dropping of computations avoids stalling the complete array, while the resilience of DNNs to pruning helps maintain the baseline accuracy. Fig. 6(c) presents the modifications required in the PE shown in Fig. 6(a) to realize ThunderVolt. Note that ThunderVolt is mainly designed to improve energy efficiency through voltage scaling, but due to its effectiveness against timing errors, it is highly useful against aging as well.

To alleviate aging of on-chip SRAM cells of a DNN accelerator, recently, Hanif et al. proposed DNN-Life [28]. The technique employs read and write transducers to balance the duty-cycle in each cell of the SRAM, thereby minimizing the NBTI aging, which is the most prominent type of aging in modern nano-scale devices.

C. Challenges for Developing Highly Dependable DNNs

- Integration of Mitigation Techniques: For each type of reliability threat, various mitigation techniques have been proposed, with some designed for particular modules, e.g., on-chip memory or compute fabric. Each mitigation technique usually impacts the system’s resilience against other reliability threats as well. Therefore, while building a robust yet efficient DNN-based system, it is important to study the interactions of different mitigation techniques and select an appropriate set of techniques that offer optimal resilience under defined constraints and conditions. Towards this, there is a need to design systematic methodologies that can efficiently compute the given model’s resilience and propose the set of mitigation techniques that should be deployed.

- Need for Robust Algorithms: One of the core issues with deep learning is adversarial examples, i.e., injection of small perturbations can lead to significant accuracy loss. Although adversarial examples are considered important only in the context of security, they also provide information about the general resilience of DNNs to faults/errors. Robust DNNs that offer high re-
silience against adversarial noise would illustrate higher resilience against reliability threats. Researchers have proposed various methods to increase the robustness of DNNs against adversarial noise; however, these methods either offer minor gains or show improvements only under certain conditions. Therefore, there is a dire need for algorithms/methods that result in models that are robust-by-design.

• Need for Novel Test Techniques for Emerging Technologies: Processing-in-memory (PIM) is attracting a lot of attention due to its potential to realize high energy efficiency. They are typically based on emerging memories such as ReRAM and spintronic devices. Such devices come with their unique failure mechanisms that cannot be modelled with the traditional faults models neither tested with traditional test approaches [29; 30]. Moreover, the fact the memory in PIM has two configurations (storage and computing) poses even additional requirements on their testing [1; 29].

IV. Approximate computing

Approximate Computing (AxC) is an increasingly-adopted alternative paradigm exploiting the resilience of some applications – e.g. speech recognition and image encoding – to achieve gains in terms of system resources – e.g., execution time, circuit area, and power consumption. Indeed, for some applications, relaxing non-critical specifications leads to inaccurate – yet still acceptable – final outcomes while possibly providing disproportionate savings in terms of resources [5; 31]. AxC has been applied at different layers of computing systems, from hardware to software [31].

In the following, we focus specifically on the Approximate Integrated Circuits (AxICs), stemming from the application of AxC to Integrated Circuits (ICs). In particular, we focus on functional hardware approximation: selectively changing the circuit functionality to alleviate resource footprint and delay. The well-known Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR) methodology is a fault-masking form of modular redundancy in which three identical circuits describe the behavior of a given Boolean function \( f \). The computation results of the three replicas are processed by a majority-voter to produce a single output. The TMR architecture guarantees fault masking when any of the three copies fails. Indeed, the majority voter uses the other two functioning copies to deliver the fault-free result, hence masking the fault. Functional approximation has been applied to TMR. The goal is to reduce the overhead deriving from the circuit triplication. Rather than three precise replicas, an Approximate Triple Modular Redundancy (ATMR) structure may implement at least one approximate module to lower the aforementioned TMR’s overhead. A particular ATMR form, known as Full Approximate Triple Modular Redundancy (FATMR), can be obtained by replacing all three modules within a TMR structure by approximate ones, as shown in Figure 9b. Unfortunately, the overall error-masking capability of an FATMR system is expected to be reduced, thus making this approach not viable for safety-critical scenarios. To overcome this issue, we proposed in [33] the Quadruple Approximate Modular Redundancy (QAMR), a novel system that does guarantee the same fault-tolerance capabilities of the TMR, whilst still benefiting from approximation advantages.

A. The QAMR principle

Let \( f(x_1, ..., x_n) : \mathbb{B}^n \rightarrow \mathbb{B}^m \) describe an \( m \)-output Boolean function with \( n \) input literals of the form \( f(x_1, ..., x_n) = (f_1, ..., f_m) \), as illustrated in Figure 9. Given a Boolean function \( f \), the conventional TMR architecture uses three identical copies of the Integrated Circuit (IC) implementing \( f \) (i.e., \( f^1, f^2, f^3 \)), thus ensuring fault tolerance. When one of the three replicas (e.g. \( f^1 \)) incurs some defective condition (represented as a fault at the abstracted function level [34]), the other two replicas, \( f^2 \) and \( f^3 \), still provide correct outputs to a majority voter. In turn, the latter is capable to deliver the correct result.

Similarly, the FATMR approach also employs three replicas. Each one is allowed to deliver arbitrary output values (i.e., they are approximated). The freedom to approximate a replica function \( \hat{f} \) allows achieving circuit minimizations, thus area and power gain. However, this comes at the cost of accuracy degradation. The approximation of the three functions \( \hat{f}^1, \hat{f}^2, \hat{f}^3 \) is realized in such a way that their combined effect allows obtaining the correct value of \( f \), when no defective condition occurs. In other words, the voter masks the approximation error. However, if a fault occurs within any of the circuits implementing the approximate Boolean functions, the voting mechanism can no longer guarantee the error masking. Therefore, to use an ATMR system in safety-critical scenarios, the approximated implicants of a given function \( \hat{f} \) must not be critical for the application. Unfortunately, such a requirement may be impossible to satisfy when implementing an FATMR.

To overcome this situation, the QAMR architecture [33] aims at not sacrificing fault-masking capabilities while still using AxC to improve the overall efficiency. The QAMR is not based on three, but rather four AxICs suitably approximated to ensure the desired properties of fault tolerance while still achieving efficiency gains. Specifically, each AxIC removes only a subset of functions \( F^k = \{ f^k, ..., f^k_4 \} \) such that \( F^k \subseteq \{ f^1_1, ..., f^1_4 \} \) with \( k \in \{1, ..., 4\} \), and \( F^1 \cup F^2 \cup F^3 \cup F^4 = \{ f_1, ..., f_m \} \), as shown in Figure 9c. In other words, an output removed from a specific AxIC (represented as a red cross in Figure 9c) is still present in the others. Note that the same majority voter used in TMR can also be implemented within our novel QAMR. The underlying idea behind this approach is that, by removing parts of the function’s logic, one can enable new logic synthesis opportunities that were not possible for the original function.
\( \text{gain} \% = \frac{\delta_{\text{TMR}} - \delta_{\text{QAMR}}}{\delta_{\text{TMR}}} \cdot 100, \) (1)
where \( \delta \) represents either the area or timing of the two

**B. Harnessing the QAMR potential**

In the work described in [33], we showcased the feasibility of the QAMR by proposing a simple pseudo-random approach to realize the AxICs. In particular, we approximated the \( m \)-output Boolean function \( f(x) = \langle f_1, ..., f_m \rangle \) describing the original IC behavior. As discussed above, we quadruplicated \( f(x) \) and removed a pseudo-randomly-chosen subset of Boolean outputs \( F^k = \{ f_1, ..., f_k \} \) from each one \( \{ f^1, ..., f^4 \} \), so that \( F_1 \uplus F_2 \uplus F_3 \uplus F_4 = \{ f_1, ..., f_m \} \). We subsequently synthesized the four designs\(^4\) to obtain the four AxICs. Finally, we estimated the resource footprint of all the replicas as well as their critical path. We performed a pseudo-random exploration over such Boolean outputs defining the QAMR’s design space and gathered all the non-dominated solutions found – i.e., the solutions having either better or at least equal area or delay w.r.t. each other solution in the set. As a point of reference, we synthesized also the three identical fully-accurate replicas constituting the TMR implementation and estimated area and timing\(^5\).

To perform logic optimization, we used Espresso [35] and ABC’s resgn2 script [36], oriented to the final implementation in Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC) standard-cell technology. Finally, we performed a Place & Route (PAR) of the reference TMR and each non-dominated QAMR solution using a 45nm ASIC standard-cell technology. This allowed us to compare area and delay of the final set of non-dominated QAMR solutions with the TMR. We used Design Compiler from Synopsys, applying standard commands without any further optimizations. To obtain the final area and delay results, we resorted to the tool’s reports. We applied the described approach to a subset of generic combinational circuits from the publicly-available benchmark suite LGSynth’91 [37].

In this section, we show and discuss how considering the two attributes (area and delay) at once enriches the evaluation. Finally, we show by example that the front defined by the non-dominated solutions found with the pseudo-random exploration may be still far away from a Pareto front. Figure 10a shows the results of the pseudo-random exploration for six representative circuits we selected among our experiments. The results are expressed in terms of relative area gain, as shown on the abscissa, and relative timing gain, as shown on the ordinate, w.r.t. the original TMR, shown at the origin. Both area and timing gains are calculated as follows:

\[ \delta_{\text{gain}} \% = \frac{\delta_{\text{TMR}} - \delta_{\text{QAMR}}}{\delta_{\text{TMR}}} \cdot 100, \] (1)

Note that we applied a fully-accurate logic optimization to the multi-output Boolean functions, i.e. to the original non-approximate one and to all the explored approximate ones.

Note that the majority voter is not considered in the analysis since it does not change from the TMR to the QAMR, as previously explained.

---
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---
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---
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For each reported circuit, the non-dominated solutions found by the pseudo-random exploration are shown. The graphs highlight that the QAMR implementations can be found superior, in terms of timing (e.g., \(5xp1\) and \(pml\)), area (e.g., \(x2\)), or both (e.g., \(ex4\), \(apex4\), and \(alu2\)).

In a first attempt, we considered the optimization of only one attribute at a time – i.e., only area or only timing. We observed that the pseudo-random exploration is fully capable of finding optimized QAMR implementations w.r.t. the TMR counterpart. By considering area and delay independently, we found QAMR implementations with reduced area consumption and shorter critical paths for 36.5% and 63% of the circuits, respectively [33]. When considering both area and delay at once, even if for 15% of the circuits the pseudo-random exploration did not provide any solutions achieving any gains, it did lead us to find an improved implementation in terms of area and/or timing for 85% of the circuits. In particular, for 33% of the experimented circuits, we found at least one QAMR implementation exhibiting both timing and area gains simultaneously.

While very simple and even sufficient to prove the feasibility of the QAMR, the pseudo-random exploration is not suitable to deeply explore the potential advantages of such approach. To show that, we report in Figure 10b the non-dominated solutions found for a particular circuit after an exhaustive exploration compared to those found with the pseudo-random approach. We chose the \(pml\) circuit, having \(m = 13\) outputs, since it is not too complex to make the exhaustive exploration infeasible and not simple enough to allow the random approach finding the best solutions. This simple example shows that the solutions found using the pseudo-random approach are far from being optimal. Therefore, there is the need for a smart approach to suitably explore the QAMR design space efficiently also for larger problems. Indeed, as the number of outputs grows, the number of possible approximations increases considerably, making an exhaustive exploration not viable. Moreover, a multi-objective exploration is needed to correctly find QAMR implementations lying on the area-timing Pareto front.

V. Conclusion

In this paper we presented three emerging computing paradigms and the associated challenges and opportunities for testing and reliability. Quantum Computing poses several challenges that need to be resolved to have an operational quantum device. AI hardware imposes to take into account the application behavior while classical test usually only resort to the hardware structure. Finally, approximate computing can be exploited in achieving low cost, but still efficient, fault tolerant mechanisms.
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